We apply a state-of-the-art, local derivative-free solver, Py-BOBYQA [6] , to global optimization problems, and propose an algorithmic improvement that is beneficial in this context. Our numerical findings are illustrated on a commonly-used test set of global optimization problems [1] and associated noisy variants, and on hyperparameter tuning for the machine learning test set MNIST [40] . As Py-BOBYQA is a model-based trust-region method, we compare mostly (but not exclusively) with other global optimization methods for which (global) models are important, such as Bayesian optimization and response surface methods; we also consider state-of-the-art representative deterministic and stochastic codes, such as DIRECT and CMA-ES. We find Py-BOBYQA to be competitive with global solvers that are provably designed for finding global optima, for all accuracy/budget regimes, in both smooth and noisy settings. In particular, Py-BOBYQA variants are best performing for smooth and multiplicative noise problems in high-accuracy regimes. As a by-product, some preliminary conclusions can be drawn on the relative performance of the global solvers we have tested with default settings.
Introduction
Derivative-Free Optimization (DFO) refers to a large class of methods that are designed to find local optima without needing derivative information to be provided or to even exist, a ubiquitous practical situation arising in problems where the often black-box function evaluations may be expensive or inaccurate/noisy [9] . Global Optimization (GO) algorithms, whether derivativebased or derivative-free, tackle the (NP-hard) question of finding global optima, a much more computationally intense effort but a crucial requirement for some applications [27] . Both classes of methods aim to go beyond the remit of the successful and scalable local derivative-based optimization solvers that, by construction, get easily trapped in/close to local optima; this larger applicability comes at the cost of reduced scalability, especially in the case of generic GO algorithms.
Despite only local theoretical guarantees of convergence, DFO methods have long been regarded as a more suitable alternative for GO than local derivative-based methods. Indeed, Rios and Sahinidis [37] recently performed extensive benchmarking of various GO and DFO solvers, and found that in some instances, such as when close to a solution, state-of-the-art DFO methods such as NEWUOA [33] can be comparable, or even more efficient than GO solvers (to reach the same accuracy), but that generally, GO is better than DFO. We have recently improved upon the performance of NEWUOA, with our solver Py-BOBYQA [6] , which is a Python-conversion as good low-accuracy solutions as Bayesian solvers, with reduced computational and evaluation cost. Our aim here is to report preliminary testing of our recent and significantly improved model-based DFO solver (Py-BOBYQA) in similar (but reduced size) contexts as these two papers, so as to ascertain its suitability or otherwise for GO problems.
Our contributions and findings Py-BOBYQA has a restart mechanism that whenever the algorithm no longer makes much progress, it resets the (small) size of trust region radius to its initial (large) value. It also regenerates completely or partially the tightly-clustered interpolation set to be more spread out in the enlarged trust region. The restarts procedure was designed with noisy problems in mind, where we often observed that the trust region gets too small too quickly, before the solver reaches desired accuracy. In [6] , we found that for local optimization, restarts-and the associated auto-detection mechanism-help improve the accuracy of solutions for noisy problems, and do not adversely affect, and may even help, solver performance on smooth problems; our testing for this last point was limited to nonlinear least squares problems [29] . Here we are proposing an additional improvement, adaptive restarts, with global optimization in mind: every time a restart is called, the trust region size is not just reset to its original value used at the start of the algorithm, but possibly increased, to allow a larger local region of search and optimization. We test both the default restart configurations and the adaptive restart modification of Py-BOBYQA on the GO test problems and the machine learning test set. We find that for low accuracy solutions on the GO test sets, most solvers have similar performance on a given budget, for both smooth and noisy problems. Differences start appearing for longer budgets/high accuracy settings; here, adaptive Py-BOBYQA variants are the most efficient solvers for smooth problems on a given evaluation budget, while for noisy problems, an adaptive Py-BOBYQA variant (with full quadratic models) is amongst the more efficient solvers, competitive with DIRECT and the surrogate solver PySOT [11] . For the MNIST test set, due to the high cost of the evaluations, only low accuracy solutions were attempted. In this setting, PySOT and DIRECT are the most efficient solvers, while adaptive Py-BOBYQA (with full quadratic models) performs acceptably. Overall, we find that including the adaptive restart strategy in Py-BOBYQA is advantageous for escaping local minima, and that there is reasonably small variability in performance due to the choice of starting point. In terms of the other solvers, DIRECT and PySOT are most competitive across all problems types.
Structure of the paper Section 2 describes the Py-BOBYQA algorithm and its improvements, Section 3 summarizes the main solvers we compare with, while Section 4 presents the testing methodology, including test problems and measuring performance of solvers. Section 5 presents our numerical findings, comparing the different Py-BOBYQA variants, and then the best performing one with the remaining solvers; we give our conclusions in Section 6.
2 Py-BOBYQA: a local DFO solver with improvements
The Py-BOBYQA algorithm is a model-based derivative-free optimization method, where, as is typical for such methods, a local model for the objective is constructed by interpolation and minimized on each iteration [9] . More specifically, Py-BOBYQA [6] is based on Powell's BOBYQA [34] , which uses underdetermined quadratic interpolation for model construction. At each iteration k, we have a collection of points Y k ⊂ R n with n + 1 ≤ |Y k | ≤ (n + 1)(n + 2)/2, and we construct a local model for the objective
satisfying the interpolation conditions
If |Y k | < (n + 1)(n + 2)/2, then there are multiple solutions to (2.2), so we use the remaining degrees of freedom by choosing H k = 0 if |Y k | = n + 1, and solving
otherwise, where · F is the matrix Frobenius norm and we have the convention H −1 = 0. The value of |Y k | is a user-specified input, which defaults to 2n + 1 for smooth problems and (n + 1)(n + 2)/2 for noisy problems.
Once we have a method for constructing local models (2.1), we calculate new steps using a trust-region method [9] , which ensures global convergence (i.e. convergence to a local minimum regardless of starting point). That is, we maintain a parameter ∆ k > 0 and compute a new step by solving
Efficient algorithms exist for solving (2.4) approximately (e.g. [8] ). We then evaluate the objective x k + s k , and determine if the step produce a sufficient decrease in the objective, by computing:
If r k is sufficiently large, we accept the step (x k+1 = x k + s k ) and increase ∆ k , otherwise we reject the step (x k+1 = x k ) and decrease ∆ k . The last key component of the algorithm is the maintenance of the interpolation set Y k . We want Y k to consist of points close to x k , with 'good' geometry. The quality of Y k is calculated based on Lagrange polynomials; that is, the polynomial functions
Given these Lagrange polynomials, the measure of the quality of Y k is given by the following definition.
Definition 2.1 (Λ-poised; Chapter 6, [9] ). For B ⊂ R n and Λ > 0, the set Y k with is Λ-poised
for all y ∈ B, where { 1 (y), . . . , p (y)} are the Lagrange polynomials for Y k .
Updating Y k proceeds as follows: at each iteration we add x k + s k to Y k (and remove a point far from x k+1 ), and at certain times we must also replace a point in Y k with a new point designed solely to improve the Λ-poisedness of Y k (rather than decreasing the objective).
The complete Py-BOBYQA algorithm The basic Py-BOBYQA algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1; a complete description can be found in [34, 6] . Its implementation also allows optional bound constraints a ≤ x ≤ b; the main impact of this is the need for a specialized routine for solving (2.4) with bound constraints, which we take from [34] . When bound constraints are supplied, Py-BOBYQA can internally shift and scale the variables to lie in [0, 1].
Multiple restarts feature
An important feature of Py-BOBYQA, originally designed to improve its robustness for noisy problems [6] is the ability to restart the solver. When the objective is noisy, this stops Py-BOBYQA from stagnating in regions far from local minima; however, we will see that it is also useful for escaping from local minima. A restart is triggered in four scenarios:
1. The trust region radius ∆ k becomes sufficiently small; 2. The decrease in the objective over consecutive iterations is too slow; Algorithm 1 Py-BOBYQA for general minimization; see [34, 6] for full details.
Input: Starting point x0 ∈ R n , initial trust region radius ∆0 > 0 and integer n+1 ≤ p ≤ (n+1)(n+2)/2. 1: Build an initial interpolation set Y0 ⊂ B(x0, ∆0) of size p, with x0 ∈ Y0. 2: for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . do
3:
Given x k and Y k , construct the model m k (s) (2.1) satisfying (2.2).
4:
Approximately solve the trust region subproblem (2.4) to get a step s k .
5:
Safety Phase: Set x k+1 = x k , ∆ k+1 < ∆ k , and form Y k+1 by improving the geometry of Y k .
7:
goto line 2. Evaluate f (x k + s k ) and calculate ratio r k (2.5).
10:
if r k ≥ 0.1 then
11:
Successful Phase: Accept step x k+1 = x k + s k and set ∆ k+1 > ∆ k .
12:
else if geometry of Y k is not good then
13:
Model Improvement Phase: Reject step x k+1 = x k , set ∆ k+1 < ∆ k and improve the geometry of Y k+1 .
14:
Unsuccessful Phase: Reject step x k+1 = x k and set ∆ k+1 < ∆ k .
16:
end if 17 :
3. If when the objective values f (y) for y ∈ Y k are all within some (user-specified) noise level; or 4. Over consecutive iterations, the trust region radius is consistently being decreased, and the changes log g k − g k−1 and log H k − H k−1 F are consistently increasing.
The last two are designed primarily for noisy objectives. When a restart is called, we increase the trust region radius ∆ k+1 = ∆ reset and improve the geometry of Y k in this new trust region via two possible mechanisms:
Hard restart: Rebuild Y k in the new trust region from scratch using the same mechanism as how Y 0 was originally constructed; and, Soft restart (moving x k ): First, move x k to a geometry-improving point in the new trust region, shifting the trust region to this new point. Then, move the N − 1 < p points in Y k which were closest to the old value of x k to geometry-improving points in the new trust region centred at the (shifted) x k . Py-BOBYQA continues from whichever of these N new points has the least objective value.
The final solution returned by the solver takes the optimal value seen so far, including the saved endpoints from previous restarts. The soft restart approach with N = min(3, p) is the default approach in Py-BOBYQA. The value of ∆ reset is ∆ 0 by default.
Adaptive restarts
The new restart set up in Py-BOBYQA, to help with (faster) escape from local minima proceeds as follows. Instead of setting ∆ reset to ∆ 0 every time a restart is triggered (which we refer to as a fixed restart), Py-BOBYQA allows ∆ reset to be increased by a constant factor (default is 1.1) if the previous restart failed to produce a reduction in the objective. Thus ∆ reset is still set to ∆ 0 for the first restart, but will be progressively increased on restarts that do not make progress.
An illustrative example We use the well-known Ackley function, that has a global minimum surrounded by a high number of local minima, and illustrate the impact of using fixed and adaptive restarts in Py-BOBYQA on finding the global minimum. In Figure 1 , Py-BOBYQA with 2n + 1 initialization points is applied to the two-dimensional Ackley function with bound constraints x ∈ [−26, 26] 2 and no noise, from starting point x 0 = [20, 20] and with an evaluation budget of 10 3 gradients 3 . Both usual (fixed) restarts and adaptive restarts are tested. Figure 1 shows that both fixed and adaptive restarts help Py-BOBYQA reach the global minimum to high accuracy (while the no restarts Py-BOBYQA does not). Furthermore, by comparison to fixed restarts, adaptive ones both achieve a larger reduction in the cost function within fewer evaluations and require less restarts to achieve this improvement. 3 That is, a budget of 10 3 (n + 1) evaluations for a problem of dimension n.
Global solvers: a brief description
Here we briefly describe the global solvers we test against local DFO. We chose a number of solvers that use global models, also constructed from just black-box, possibly noisy and expensive, function values, compared to local models as in Py-BOBYQA, and then a small number of other state-of-the-art deterministic and stochastic global solvers. Our aim here is not to provide a comprehensive benchmarking exercise for global optimization solvers, but to make sure we choose state-of-the-art global solvers with a similar remit, to compare with Py-BOBYQA. We refer the interested reader to the extensive comparisons and clear descriptions of state-of-the-art derivative-free local and global solvers given in [37] , and earlier in [1] , which we also used as a guide for some of our solver choices.
Bayesian optimization solvers Ever since [28, 23] , Bayesian methods have been designed for the global optimization of black-box functions, which are typically expensive to compute. This remit implies that the methods spend computational time and resources to make informed decisions about where to sample the function in the course of their runs. As such, Bayesian algorithms attempt to strike a balance between exploring unsampled regions, and exploiting regions with a promising objective value; see [5, 39, 12] and the references therein for detailed surveys of this area and connections to global optimization methods and applications.
As the name indicates, these methods rely on Bayes' theorem and related Bayesian processes in probability, namely, they assume a (global) model (a prior distribution) of the objective f is available together with some point samples from this distribution, say D k at iteration k of the algorithm, which are iteratively used to determine an a posteriori distribution for f and evolve the current model for f . Typical choices of prior distributions for the objective include Gaussian processes (used in the GPyOpt solver [41] ), random forests (PySMAC [17] ), regression trees, and tree parzen estimators (HyperOpt [3] ); see [35] for more details and descriptions. The prior/current model of f implies (often closed-form) expressions or choices for the sampled mean µ(·|D k ) and covariance/noise kernel σ(·|D k ). The noise kernel allows a Gaussian process to capture a wide range of functional/distributional constructions; various options have been proposed, such as the well-known squared exponential/Gaussian kernel, Matérn ν−kernel, radial basis functions (used in PySOT [11] ), and more [35] .
Using and combining the expectation and covariance (noise kernel) of the distribution, an acquisition function a(·) is formed, which is then employed in order to find the next sampling point, x k+1 = arg min x a(x). Instead of minimizing directly the model of the objective, as it is done in local DFO for example, Bayesian optimization methods minimize some measure of 'error' or 'discrepancy' between the objective and its model. The latter optimization problem is simpler, and it is inexpensive with respect to evaluations of the objective. The choice and optimization of the acquisition function determines whether the next point x k+1 /model leads to exploring areas with higher uncertainty, or exploiting regions with more promising expected values. Various choices of acquisition functions are in use, such as the expected improvement, probability of improvement, upper confidence bounds and more. The acquisition function is updated with the new point that was calculated and its associated function value, iteratively, until convergence or the given budget are reached. Then, in addition to optimization solution information, the acquisition function can be extracted, which contains a distribution and confidence levels for the solution.
Bayesian optimization is frequently used in machine learning applications, such as for hyperparameter tuning of optimization algorithms for training classifiers [18, 40, 26] . Ghanbari & Scheinberg [13] compared derivative-free local solvers against Bayesian global solvers on such hyperparameter tuning problems, with encouraging results.
A surrogate optimization algorithm Surrogate or response surface optimization methods are similar to Bayesian algorithms [14, 12, 21] , in that they use a global model/surrogate (such as a radial basis function) to approximate the black-box objective function and then iteratively refine this model. This model is deterministic and constructed by interpolation of function values; a 'bumpiness' function measures the discrepancy between the model and true function, and its minimization is used to find the next interpolation point (similarly to the acquisition function in Bayesian methods). Gaussian priors can be viewed as particular radial basis functions, and so the two classes of methods are closely connected [12] . PySOT [11] is a state-of-the-art surrogate optimization solver that uses radial basis functions for the response surface; we have included it here due to its similarities to Bayesian optimization, in order to assess the potential benefits of different global models.
A branch and fit method SNOBFIT [19] constructs local quadratic models from interpolation of function values, and uses a branching strategy to enhance their global properties. It connects well with Py-BOBYQA in that it is a local method, with improvements that make it suitable for global optimization, hence our choice to include it here.
An evolutionary algorithm Covariance Matrix Adaptation evolutionary strategy (CMA-ES) [15, 16] is a genetic algorithm, that attempts to find the basin of a global minimizer by iteratively moving and reshaping a Gaussian distribution using samples of objective values (populations). The point with the best objective value is labelled as the 'best point' and the mean of the distribution is updated, which shifts the mean of the distribution in the direction of the best point. Updating the covariance of the distribution determines its shape and spread, with the algorithm deciding how much old information to keep and how much to update from current best point obtained. In CMA-ES, the updating of the kernel/covariance is a weighted formula allowing three types of contributions (past, rank-one updates along a direction of progress or higher rank updates); the weights in the covariance updating formula are also adjusted in the algorithm. The sophisticated updates are key to the success of this evolutionary strategy and can be viewed as providing some curvature information for the objective.
The DIRECT algorithm [22] The well-known DIvide a hyperRECTangle (DIRECT) method is an extension of Lipschitz global optimization strategies that does not require the Lipschitz constant to be known/provided, but uses trial values of this constant chosen heuristically [14] . In particular, the domain is subdivided into hyper-rectangles and the function is evaluated at the midpoint of each box, and this evaluation is then used to construct Lipschitz-like lower bounds. The splitting rules for subdomains are carefully chosen to focus on those that yield the largest potential decrease in the objective, so as to encourage the algorithm towards global searches.
Testing methodology
Solvers tested We compared Py-BOBYQA with a selection of global optimization routines, all implemented or wrapped in Python 4 . Here, we list each solver tested and any non-standard parameters set-in some cases, these choices depended on whether we were testing an objective with or without noise:
CMA-ES v2.5.7 [15, 30] : Used an initial standard deviation 0.2 min i (b i − a i ), where the feasible region is a ≤ x ≤ b;
DIRECT v1.0.1 [22, 20] : Used all defaults, except for increasing the maximum number of objective evaluations to be sufficiently large for our testing;
GPyOpt v1.2.1 [41] : Used an initial design of 2n random points, and set the exact_feval flag depending on whether noisy is objective or not;
HyperOpt v0.1 [3, 4] : Used a uniform search space over the feasible region, Tree of Parzen Estimators algorithm, with and without providing noise variance for the objective evaluation;
PySMAC v0.9.1 [17, 2] : We set the deterministic option according to whether the objective had noise or not;
PySOT v0.1.36 [11] : Used a radial basis function surrogate with an initial design of 2n+1 Latin Hypercube points and a DYCORS [36] strategy with 100n points for selecting new points;
SNOBFIT v1.0.0 [19, 43] : Used all default parameters.
For Py-BOBYQA, we used version 1.1 5 , with options: scale feasible region to [0, 1] n ; initial trust region radius 0.1 and final trust region radius 10 −8 (in scaled variables); on unsuccessful restarts, increase trust region radius ∆ reset by a factor 6 of 1.1; terminate after 10 consecutive unsuccessful restarts or 20 total unsuccessful restarts.
All solvers were allowed a budget of at most 10 4 (n + 1) objective evaluations for an ndimensional problem, and a runtime of at most 12 hours per problem instance. In addition, all solvers except DIRECT require a starting point; for each solver, problem, and instance, this was chosen independently and uniformly from the entire feasible region. Given this, we ran 10 instances of each solver on each problem (where, if applicable, each instance had a different starting point, and realizations of the stochastic noise in the objective).
Performance measurement Following the approach from Moré & Wild [29] , we measure solver performance by counting the number evaluations required to first achieve a sufficient objective reduction; that is, for a solver S, problem p (with true objective f and noisy realized objective f ), and accuracy level τ ∈ (0, 1), we define the number of evaluations required to solve the problem as:
N p (S; τ ) := # objective evaluations taken to find a point x satisfying
where x * is the global minimizer of f (also the minimizer of E[ f ]). If (4.1) was not achieved at all by the solver, we set N p (S; τ ) = ∞. We also note that f (x 0 ) is different for each instance of each problem (and each solver).
To compare solvers, we will use data profiles [29] 7 . Data profiles measure the proportion of problems solved within a fixed number of evaluations (normalized by problem dimension); that is, for each solver S on a set of test problems P, we plot the curve
where n p is the dimension of problem p. In our testing, we ran each solver on 10 instances of each problem (i.e. independent realizations of the starting point and/or random noise in objective evaluations). For data profiles, we take each problem instance as a separate problem to be 'solved'; i.e. we plot the proportion of the 500 problem instances solved within a given computational budget. For noisy problems, some of the objective reduction in (4.1) may be due to a 'lucky' realization of the noise, rather than genuine progress towards the objective. To ensure that our results only capture genuine progress in the optimization, we follow [6] and floor τ on a per-problem basis; specifically, for each solve instance of each problem we define:
where σ(x * ) is the standard deviation of f (x * ). We then replace τ in (4.1) with
where τ max = 10 −1 and τ is the actual accuracy level desired (e.g. τ = 10 −5 ). Lastly, we note that DIRECT does not allow the specification of a starting point, and instead always selects x 0 to be the center of the feasible region. For 13 problems 8 , this point is the global minimizer, and so DIRECT appears to solve these problems to global optimality after exactly one objective evaluation. To provide a more reasonable measure of DIRECT's performance, in these instances, we replace x 0 by x 1 in (4.1) and look for the second time this reduction is achieved (i.e. excluding x 0 from the count).
Test problems
GO test set For our comparison, we used the collection of 50 problems from Ali, Khompatraporn, and Zabinsky [1] . To make the testing more difficult, we increased the dimension of 7 problems to n ∈ [25, 50], where they had n = 10 in [1] . The collection of test problems is given in Table 1 in Appendix A.
In addition, we optionally modified the problems by the addition stochastic noise; that is, each solver has access to f (x) ≈ f (x) for each x. We tested the following noise models: For our testing, we used a noise level of σ = 10 −2 .
Hyperparameter tuning (MNIST)
We also considered a case study of hyperparameter tuning for machine learning, for which developers have often used Bayesian optimization solvers. Here, we followed the approach from Snoek, Larochelle, and Adams [40] , and consider the problem of training a multi-class logistic classifier for MNIST 9 using stochastic gradient descent with a fixed learning rate. The 4 hyperparameters we optimized in our testing were:
• log 10 of learning rate, in [−10, 0]; We converted real-valued inputs for the last two parameters to integer values by rounding up to the nearest integer. The objective function we selected was the (top-1) error rate on the test set. We ran the solvers as per Section 4 (i.e. selecting a random feasible x 0 if needed), for a maximum of 100(n + 1) = 500 objective evaluations or 36 hours. For each solver, we ran 30 instances of the problem, and compared performance using data and performance profiles, in the same way as above.
Selecting the 'optimum' value for MNIST: To construct data and performance profiles, we need estimates of E[ f (x 0 )], E[ f (x * )] and σ(x * ) in order to evaluate (4.1). However, unlike before, we do not have access to the true values for our objective, and so we need to provide sensible estimates of these values. For E[ f (x 0 )], we used the value of f (x 0 ) from each instance of each solver. To determine x * , and hence E[ f (x * )] and σ(x * ), we did the following: 
Numerical results

Numerical results on the GO test set
Selecting the best-performing Py-BOBYQA variant We compare various Py-BOBYQA variants on the GO test set, to find which variant is most efficient for different accuracy/budget regimes. We divided our testing based on the size of the interpolation set, namely, p = 2n + 1 and p = (n + 1)(n + 2)/2, which corresponds to the case of an inexact local quadratic (as if having a diagonal Hessian) and a full quadratic model m k in (2.1), respectively 10 . Clearly, building and using an inexact quadratic local model has a reduced evaluation and computational cost (compared to a full quadratic model), but we need to assess whether the local efficiency translates into globally good performance, across iterations; hence the need to look at the two types of local models. For both choices of interpolation models, we compare the different types of restarts allowed in Py-BOBYQA-hard and soft (choice of interpolation set at a restart); fixed and adaptive (size of trust region on restart).
Low accuracy/budget (τ = 10 −2 in (4.1) and budget 10 2 gradients) Our tests show that in this accuracy/budget regime, there is no substantial difference between Py-BOBYQA variants, for the different interpolation models and restarts strategies. We note a (small but clear) reduction in performance when no restarts are performed, and a (slightly) superior performance for soft restarts with fixed and adaptive choices of trust region radius on restarts, for both values of the interpolation set size p. We also note that the evaluation cost of building full quadratic local models can be seen in the early iterations of the algorithms, when the variants that use reduced quadratics can already make progress, while the full size models are still being built; this can be seen in two cases in Figure 9 . We delegate the data profiles for this case to Appendix B, where we illustrate also the different noise models and compare the two interpolation cases.
High accuracy/high budget (τ = 10 −5 in (4.1) and budget of 10 4 gradients) For both interpolation models, and different noise models (including no noise), Figures 2-4 show the continuously improving performance of some Py-BOBYQA variants with restarts, while the no-restarts variant for example, can no longer improve its performance beyond the achievements in the low accuracy regime, despite the substantially larger budget. In particular, the no-restarts Py-BOBYQA is the worst performing variant, failing to solve the largest amount of problems within the given (large) budget. In terms of restarts, the soft restart variant with adaptive restart radius (adaptive ∆ 0 ) is the most efficient and economical across all models and restart types, followed by standard soft restarts (with fixed radius size) and matched sometimes by hard restarts with adaptive radius size (such as for p = 2n + 1 and noisy problems; and p = (n + 1)(n + 2)/2 and no noise). To contrast the two interpolation model types, we see that Py-BOBYQA with full quadratic models (p = (n + 1)(n + 2)/2), soft restarts and adaptive radius on restarts gives the best performance overall in our GO tests, and is particularly effective on noisy problems. We note that the superior performance of this Py-BOBYQA variant is matched by Py-BOBYQA with inexact quadratic models (p = 2n + 1) and similar soft and adaptive restarts on smooth problems, which is important as the computational cost of Py-BOBYQA (p = 2n + 1) is less than that of Py-BOBYQA with full quadratic models, as the linear interpolation system that is solved to find the local model is much smaller in dimension. We also note that in the large budget regime, we no longer 'pay the price' of the more expensive model set up. Py-BOBYQA variance test As Py-BOBYQA is a local solver, and as we are using (ten) randomly chosen starting points per problem instance, we investigate here the variation in performance over ten different runs of Py-BOBYQA over the test set with different starting points each time. This illustrates the variance in our previous results, and how much the performance is influenced by a particular starting point, a key question for local solvers. Given the good performance of Py-BOBYQA with full quadratic models (p = O(n 2 )) and soft restarts across all test problem variants, we are focusing on this variant, with fixed and adaptive restart trust-region radius on restarts. We are only looking at smooth problems (with no noise), to make sure the only randomness present is due to choice of starting point. In Figure 5 , we show separate data profiles for the ten runs of Py-BOBYQA (i.e. each profile shows one instance of each problem with a random starting point), and the average data profile.
The variation in starting point usually leads to between 5%-10% variation in performance in the second half/end of given budget, except in the low accuracy regime and adaptive trust region radius where we see a variation in performance of about 20% at the end of the budget. For high accuracy/large budget, the variation in performance is such that if we compare with Figure 2 , we see that all/most adaptive radius runs are better in performance than the fixed radius variant. For low accuracy, the situation is less clear and performances of different variants are less distinctive, which is no surprise given the average plots in Figure 9 .
We also note that these conclusions are similar for Py-BOBYQA with p = 2n+1 interpolation points; see Figure 10 in Appendix B. Selecting the best-performing Bayesian and surrogate solver We first compare the Bayesian solvers (GPyOpt, HyperOpt and PySMAC) and surrogate algorithm PySOT for smooth and noisy GO test set. Figure 6 shows that, for smooth problems, PySOT is consistently the best performing solver compared to all Bayesian solvers that we tested, in both low and high accuracy regimes; the next best solver is GPyOpt for low accuracy regime, but when large budgets are available, HyperOpt and PySMAC improve their performance (compared to GPyOpt). The same results apply for noisy problems; these results are shown in Figure 11 (Appendix B). Thus in our next set of comparisons between all solvers, we select only PySOT to 'represent' the best behaviour of Bayesian and surrogate solvers. Comparisons of all solvers In Figure 7 , we compare Py-BOBYQA against the global solvers; "Py-BOBYQA best" represents the variant with full quadratic interpolation model (p = O(n 2 )), soft restarts and adaptive trust region radius on restarts, that we found earlier to be performing best on the GO test set amongst all Py-BOBYQA variants, in all regimes of accuracy and noise; see Figures 2-4, Figure 9 , and our corresponding comments above. Also, "PySOT best" represents the best performing solver on the GO test set amongst the chosen Bayesian and surrogate solvers.
Low accuracy/budget (τ = 10 −2 in (4.1) and budget 10 2 gradients) The first column in Figure  Figure 7 shows that on average, DIRECT performs best in this regime, and the remaining solvers are essentially similar at the end of the budget. In the earlier phases of budget, Py-SOT and then the best Py-BOBYQA variant have best performance, being able to solve more problems on small budgets than the remaining solvers, while CMA-ES and SNOBFIT seem to need longer budgets to reach a similar amount of solved problems at the end of the low accuracy budget.
High accuracy/budget (τ = 10 −5 in (4.1) and budget 10 4 gradients) For smooth problems, the best Py-BOBYQA variant is the best performing solver followed by DIRECT, while for multiplicative noise, these two solvers have comparably good performance. For additive noise, DIRECT has superior performance, followed by similarly good performance from PySOT and Py-BOBYQA.
Numerical results on MNIST
We recall the description of the hyper-parameter tuning problem for the MNIST test set in Section 4, where we described the four hyper-parameters, the objective value and the low accuracy level that is needed here. Again, we compare first the Bayesian and surrogate optimization solvers in Figure 8a ; we find similar performance to the low accuracy regime for the GO test set (Figure 6 ), namely, the solvers are comparable with PySOT being slightly better. When comparing the remaining solvers with the best PyBOBYQA and PySOT in Figure 8b , we find that DIRECT and PySOT are best performing, and the best performing Py-BOBYQA variant is not much worse.
Conclusions and future directions
We investigated numerically the behaviour of a local derivative-free model-based trust region method Py-BOBYQA, and a new variant, on global optimization problems. We found encour- aging performance of the improved variant when compared to Bayesian and surrogate algorithms, with DIRECT, SNOBFIT and CMA-ES solvers, for both smooth and noisy problems solved to low or high accuracy requirements. Our experiments illustrate that local derivative free methods may be effective for global optimization, in the regime typical for global solvers, namely, when the objective is black-box, possibly noisy and computationally expensive to evaluate. This finding is useful as these local methods have greater flexibility (such as allowing the use of a good initial guess of the solution), guarantee improvement in current best guess of the solution, and have better scalability. However, we delegate to future directions the crucial task of estimating the performance of the local DFO solver on large-scale problems, both in terms of computational time and evaluations. Theoretical developments that would show that the improved Py-BOBYQA can escape local minima would also be desirable.
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